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Pro Mix technology: quick and homogeneous blending
For superior results

New Philips Walita hand blender, 400 watts combined with exclusive Pro Mix technology assuring perfect results

within seconds. Healthy and delicious dishes have never been so easy!

Faster and Better Results

Pro Mix Technology: delivers maximum blending results

400 watts power

Extra power for even the hardest ingredients.

Double Action Blade

Versatility and Easy Blending

1L beaker

Chopper Accessory

Soft handle and buttons

Whisk accessory to whip cream, egg whites and mousse

Easy Cleaning

Detachable blending bar for easy cleaning



Hand blender RI1364/06

Highlights Specifications

Pro Mix Techology

Because of the special barcage and knife

geometry there several areas with different

pressure and speed distribution are created.

That leads to a high relative speeds between

knife and foodstuff for optimal cutting. Only

with the triangular geometry all edges and

corners in vessels can be reached. These

advantages are realised without ribs and with

smooth surfaces and in this case barcage is

very easy to clean.

400 watts

High performance for all kinds of recipes.

Turbo Button

Extra power for even the hardest ingredients.

Double Action Blade

Cuts your ingredients in vertical and horizontal

directions with incredible speed delivering

maximum blending results.

1L beaker

Handy accessory to help you blend your

ingredients while preparing your recipes.

Chopper Accessory

Easy and quick accessory for chopping

ingredients while preparing your recipes.

Soft handle and buttons

The perfect grip for easier and comfortable

usage.

Whisk accessory

Whisk accessory to whip cream, egg whites

and mousse

Dishwasher safe parts

Detachable blending bar and accessories can

go to dishwasher making your cleaning

experience much more easier and faster.

Accessories

Included: Compact chopper, Whisk, Beaker

Country of origin

Made in: Brazil

General specifications

Number of speed settings: 2 incl turbo

Product features: Detachable shaft,

Dishwasher safe, Turbo function

Service

2-year worldwide guarantee

Sustainability

Packaging: > 90% recycled materials

User manual: 100% recycled paper

Technical specifications

Capacity compact chopper: 300 ml

Power: 400 W

Capacity beaker: 1 L

Weight and dimensions

Dimensions of packaging (LxWxH):

243x266x423 mm

Dimensions of product (LxWxH):

47x52x38 mm

Weight incl. packaging: 1.48 kg

Weight of product: 1.24 kg

Finishing

Material bar: Plastic

Material blade: Stainless steel

Material switch: Rubber

Philips Green Logo

Philips Green Products can reduce costs,

energy consumption and CO2 emissions.

How? They offer a significant environmental

improvement in one or more of the Philips

Green Focal Areas – Energy efficiency,

Packaging, Hazardous substances, Weight,

Recycling and disposal and Lifetime

reliability.
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